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PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED: To lessen the occurrence of comets even with a magnetic disk

of a low flying height by bringing polishing tapes ofwoven fabrics consisting of extremely fine

fibers of irregular sections of specific denier or below at a specific ratio or above of the surface

in contact with a rotating substrate into contact with this substrate and supplying abrasive

grains in a slurry form to this tapes, thereby subjecting the substrate to texturing.

SOLUTION: The woven fabrics consisting of the extremely fme fibers of the irregular sections

of &le;0.5 denier at &ge;70% of the surface in contact with the substrate 1 are used as the

polishing tapes 2. The doughnut-shaped substrate 1 which is formed by subjecting an

aluminum alloy to Ni-P electroless plating, has a diameter of 95 mm and has a circular hole of

a diameter 25 mm at its center is held perpendicularly and is rotated at 900 rpm in an arrowA
direction. Total four pieces of the polishing tapes 2 are pressed and delivered by pressing rolls

6 from both front and rear surfaces to the right and left of the substrate 1 and are sent from

delivery rolls 3 to take-up rolls 4 and are laterally oscillated. The slurries contg. the abrasive

grains are supplied from conduits 5 to texture the substrate, by which the number of the comets

to be generated is decreased.
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* NOTICES *

Japan Patent Office is not responsible for any
damages caused by the use of this translation.

1.This dociiment has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original

precisely.

2. **** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.In the drawings, any words are not translated.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[The technical field to which invention belongs] this invention relates to the method of giving texture

processing on a substrate and giving texture processing suitable for especially the high-density record

medium to a substrate about the manufacture method of the magnetic-recording medium which forms a

magnetic-recording layer on it.

[0002]

[Description of the Prior Art] In recent years, magnetic-recording media, such as a magnetic disk, are

widely used as the extemal storage with development of information processing technology, such as a

computer. Being used most mostly as a magnetic disk gives nonmagnetic plating of nickel-P to an

aluminium alloy substrate, and it forms the magnetic-recording layer which consists ofground layers,

such as Cr, the magnetic layer of Co system alloy, a carbonaceous protective layer, etc. on it. In

connection with the densification of a magnetic disk, the interval of a magnetic disk and the magnetic

head, i.e., the flying height, is still smaller, and recently requires 0. 10 micrometers or less. In order to

correspond to this low flying height, it is required that the fi*ont face of a magnetic disk should be [ no

salient ] and be smooth. When a salient exists, the magnetic head may collide with this and may damage
the magnetic head and a magnetic disk. Moreover, the minute salient of a grade which does not bring

about such an obstacle also tends to become the cause which causes various errors in the case of

informational RAV. Moreover, the miniaturization is also advanced with densification and the magnetic

disk also miniaturizes the motor for spindle rotation increasingly. For this reason, the torque of a motor

runs short, it is easy to produce the phenomenon in which it does not rise to surface while the magnetic

head had fixed to the magnetic-disk side, and it is becoming. Forming and having the detailed slot called

texture in the fi"ont face of the substrate of a magnetic disk as a means to prevent fixing with this

magnetic head and a magnetic-disk side, and making small the contact portion of the magnetic head and a

magnetic-disk side is performed. The tape grinding method (JP, 1-86320,A) using the polish tape of a

bonded-abrasive formula as a texture processing method which forms texture on the surface of a

substrate, the slurry grinding method (JP,3-147518,A) using an abrasive grain as a slurry, etc. are learned.

[0003]

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention] In order to give texture processing which gives the magnetic

disk excellent in the low surfacing property by the slurry grinding method to a substrate, it is required to

use the abrasive grain of the diameter of a granule. However, when slurry grinding was performed using

the abrasive grain, especially diamond abrasive grain of the diameter of a granule, a problem and a bird

clapper with the big defect (a comet may be hereafter called for this from the configuration) which an

abrasive grain is substrate-hard and is generated became clear. Although this defect had also generated

texture processing by the conventional slurry grinding method, with a magnetic disk with the

comparatively large flying height, it is hidden by other defects and it is not regarded as questionable.

However, with the magnetic disk of the low flying height, such as 0. 1 micrometers or less, it became clear
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that this defect comes to influence the product yield greatly. Therefore, this invention tends to offer the

method of reducing generating of this comet.

[0004]

[Means for Solving the Problem] In the manufacture method of the magnetic-recording medium which

according to this invention a poHsh tape is contacted to the substrate to rotate, gives texture processing

to a substrate by supplying an abrasive grain to this by the shape of a slurry, and forms a

magnetic-recording layer on it Generating of a comet can be remarkably reduced by using what is the

textile fabrics with which 70% or more in contact with a substrate of a field consists of variant

cross-section super-thin fiber 0.5 deniers or less as a polish tape.

[0005]

[Embodiments of the Invention] In this invention, the arbitrary things used as a substrate of a

magnetic-recording medium from the former can be used as a substrate. The most general one forms

electroless deposition layers, such as non-magnetic metal, for example, a nickel-P alloy, and a

nickel-Cu-P alloy, after carrying out mirror-plane processing of the fi"ont face of an aluminium alloy.

Electroless deposition layer thickness is usually about 5-20 micrometers, and since
[
layer thickness ] it

carries out polishing of this plating side and it is smooth, it gives texture processing by this invention.

Usually, surface average-of-roughness-height Ra carries out the mirror finish of the 50A or less to 30A or

less preferably by poHshing.

[0006] Texture processing contacts a polish tape to the substrate currently rotated by the slurry grinding

method, i.e., high speed, supplies an abrasive-grain slurry to this, and is performed by carrying out the

grinding of the substrate front face. It is desirable to use a diamond although the thing of daily use, such

as an alumina, a silicon carbide, and a diamond, can be used as an abrasive grain, because - even if a

diamond is the outstanding abrasive grain, and it moreover uses a diamond abrasive grain according to

this invention — generating of a comet — ******** — it is because it is few It is desirable for the so-called

polycrystal diamond abrasive grain, i.e., a diamond particle, to condense also among diamond abrasive

grains, and to use that massive. A polycrystal diamond abrasive grain decreases generating of a comet

further.

[0007] The particle size of an abrasive grain has the smaller desirable one. Usually, D90 which is the

particle size of the point that the accumulation weight from the direction of the diameter of a granule is

90% uses 0.5 micrometers or less especially of things 0.3 micrometers or less. It is so desirable that

surface average-of-roughness-height Ra of a request on the substrate front face generally formed of

texture processing is small to use the abrasive grain of the diameter of a granule. For example, especially

when the request value of surface average-of-roughness-height Ra is 15A or less, it is desirable that D90
uses 0.3 micrometers or less of abrasive grains 0.25 micrometers or less. However, since the fines in an

abrasive grain make generating of a comet increase, it is desirable to use the abrasive grain which

removed the portion 0.05 micrometers or less as much as possible by the particle-size measurement by

the laser method using the difference of the settling velocity in the inside of a liquid etc. An abrasive grain

is used as a slurry. That what is necessary is just to perform slurrying by the conventional method,

although water is usually used as a medium of slurrying, the solution of organic liquids, such as a

propylene glycol, etc. is used. Moreover, it is desirable to make water-soluble grinding fluid contain in a

slurry.

[0008] In this invention, the textile fabrics of the warp with which 0.5 deniers or less ofwhole surface

consist of variant cross-section super-thin fiber 0.3 deniers or less preferably substantially 70% or more
and/or the woof of the field in contact with a substrate are used as a pohsh tape. The quality of the

material of variant cross-section super-thin fiber is arbitrary, and should just use nylon in ordinary use,

polyester, polypropylene, etc. as a synthetic fiber. As for the variant cross-section super-thin fiber which

constitutes warp and/or the woof, it is desirable that it is in the state where the twist was loosely applied

only carried out [ a large number / the actual set / as ], and each fiber has been independent mutually. This

invention persons found out that the polish tape which consists of super-thin fiber for giving detailed

texture processing as a result of considering the influence of the diameter of fiber of the polish tape in
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texture processing by the slurry grinding method was desirable (refer to Japanese Patent Application No.

No. 348035 [eight to ]).

[0009] This invention persons find out further influencing greatly generating of a comet with the structure

of a field for [ a comet ]
polish of contacting a substrate on the occasion of the organization of the

cross-section configuration of fiber, and the fi*ont face of a polish tape, i.e., polish, with the diameter of

fiber as a result of examination. According to this invention persons' knowledge, rather than usual fiber

with a cross section circular also in super-thin fiber, the variant cross-section super-thin fiber for which

the cross section is square carries out ******** reduction of the generating of a comet. Although the

fiber of a circular cross section acts in the direction which forces an abrasive grain on a substrate fixrther

when an abrasive grain begins be hard a substrate, although the reason was an unknown, the fiber of the

square variant cross section hooks an abrasive grain in the portion of the angle, and is considered fi'om a

substrate to be because it to act in the direction taken out soon. Although it is desirable as variant

cross-section super-thin fiber, a cross section of one is close to a sector or a triangle. Such variant

cross-section super-thin fiber is industrially manufactured by the method of dividing many one synthetic

fiber into a book lengthwise. In addition, cleavage is imperfect, and although what is partially connected

without several super-thin fiber's dissociating completely may be contained by the variant cross-section

super-thin fiber manufactured by this method, for it, these compute a denier as what is separated

completely.

[0010] The fi-ont face of a polish tape needs to be formed with the textile fabrics which make what

carried out the actual set of a majority of these variant cross-section super-thin fiber warp and/or the

woof Similarly, even if a fi"ont face is the polish tape which consists of these variant cross-section

super-thin fiber, by what transplanted hair on the fi-ont face in these fiber, it is thought that it is difficult to

reduce generating of a comet. As for the field in contact with the substrate of a polish tape, being formed

mainly by the woof is desirable. Since a polish tape is arranged on the occasion of texture processing of a

substrate radial [ of the substrate to rotate ] and a substrate is contacted, when such a polish tape is used,

fiber will be arranged in the direction which intersects perpendicularly with the hand of cut of a substrate.

And the relation of such a fiber and a substrate acts in the direction which calculates the abrasive grain

which was hard the substrate, and is considered to have contributed to reducing generating of a comet.

Usually, the polish tape which consists of the woof of the field in contact with a substrate which consists

of variant cross-section super-thin fiber is used 80% or more of preferably 70% or more. The typical

thing of such a polish tape has the so-called textile construction of satin weave. Ifwarp and the woof are

the same, the area which the woof occupies in four-sheet satin will become 75%, and it will become 80%
if it is five-sheet satin. In addition, when most fields in contact with a substrate consist of the woof of

variant cross-section super-thin fiber, warp may not necessarily be the same variant cross-section

super-thin fiber.

[00 11] When the field which contacts a substrate when it mentions above is observed under a microscope

50 times the scale factor of this, as for the polish tape used by this invention, it is desirable to have dented

the portion in which warp appears in a fi-ont face with a textile construction. The shape of such surface

type is looked at by warp with the textile construction using usual thread at the woof using what carried

out the actual set ofmuch variant cross-section super-thin fiber. Drawing 2 -7 are the example ofthe

microphotography of the fi-ont face of the polish tape using the thing which made warp or the woof carry

out the actual set ofmuch variant cross-section super-thin fiber, the satin with which drawing 2 -5 used

variant cross-section super-thin fiber for the woof- it is textile and the ratios (rate of = area) of the area

which a crevice occupies to the whole field are about 5%, 5%, 20%, and 0%, respectively the satin to

which drawing 6 used variant cross-section super-thin fiber for warp ~ the grid for which the rate of area

which is textile and a crevice occupies used for the both sides ofwarp and the woof about 25%, and

drawing 7 used variant cross-section super-thin fiber - the rate of area which is textile and a crevice

occupies is 0% according to examination of this invention persons — the same satin - although a crevice

exists in a fi-ont face somewhat like drawing 2 and 3 rather than that by which the whole fi-ont face is

being worn for variant cross-section super-thin fiber like drawing 5 even if it is textile and the direction of
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scoxiring velocity is small a little, surface average-of-roughness-height Ra of the texture processing side

formed is small, and generating of a comet also has it [ little ] Moreover, the texture processing side of

drav^ing 2 and surface average-of-roughness-height Ra with the thing of drawing 4 still smaller than the

thing of 3 is given, and there is also still less generating of a comet.

[0012] Therefore, it is desirable to use that to which the crevice exists in the front face and other portions

change from variant cross-section super-thin fiber as a polish tape, and, as for the ratio of the crevice

occupied on the whole front face, it is desirable that it is usually 5% or more at least 2%. It is still more

desirable if the ratio which a crevice occupies is 10% or more. Although it is unknown whether a result

with existence of a crevice good
[
why ] is brought about, the particle size of an abrasive grain is

considered that this crevice will act on the size of variant cross-section super-thin fiber as a refiige place

of an abrasive grain on the occasion ofpoKsh since remarkable approach is carried out.

[0013] In this invention, texture processing can be performed according to the slurry grinding method of

a conventional method except using the poHsh tape which has the front face which consists of the variant

cross-section super-thin fiber mentioned above substantially. Usually, a substrate is preferably rotated by

800 - ISOOrpm 50 to 5000 rpm, and it is a polish tape to this 1.0-3.0 kg/cm2 It presses. A polish tape

makes right and left reciprocate by part for /1 00 to 5000 times preferably above by /50 times (vibration),

and 2-40 degrees (cross angle) of angles which the striation formed intersects grind it so that it may
become 3-10 degrees preferably, the feed rate of a polish tape - 1-lOmm/second ~ it is — an abrasive

grain - as 0.05 - 0.2% of the weight of a slurry - direct ~ a substrate top — or it supplies on a substrate

indirectly through a polish tape When supplying through the tape of polish, it is desirable to supply on the

polish tape near the point of contact with a substrate.

[0014] Without performing texture finish-machining to the substrate which formed texture by ****

fiirther, and changing surface average-of-roughness-height Ra to it substantially, if it is a request, the

salient of a barricade, KAERI, etc. can be removed altematively and the maximum salient height Rp on

the front face of a substrate can also be made small. What is necessary is just to perform texture

finish-machining by the slurry grinding method using a loose grain like texture processing. Furthermore,

although there is also the method of stopping because it grinds on a polish tape, without using an abrasive

grain, the effect which makes the maximum salient height Rp small with a natural thing in this case is

small.

[0015] If this invention performs slurry grinding using the polish tape which is the textile fabrics with

which the portion in contact with a substrate consists of variant cross-section super-thin fiber 0.5 deniers

or less substantially, generating of a comet can be reduced remarkably. IfD90 performs preferably 0.5

micrometers or less pf slurry grinding using an abrasive grain 0.3 micrometers or less, using this poHsh

tape, in addition to the ability to carry out ******** reduction of the generating of a comet, surface

average-of-roughness-height Ra can obtain easily 18A or less especially of substrates 15A or less.

[0016] Formation of the magnetic-recording layer to the substrate which formed texture by the above can

be performed according to a conventional method. Usually, a chromium ground layer, Co system

magnetic layer, and a carbonaceous protective layer are formed one by one by sputtering, the lubricant of

a fluorocarbon system is appKed to a protective layer, and lubricating film is formed. Chromium ground

layer thickness is usually 50-2000A. Co system alloy expressed with Co-Cr, Co-nickel, Co-Cr-X,

Co-nickel-X, Co-W-X, etc. is used for Co system magnetic layer, and the thickness is usually 100-lOOOA.

In addition, in the formula showing composition of the above-mentioned alloy, X shows one sort or two

sorts or more of elements chosen from the group which consists of Li, Si, calcium, Ti, V, Cr, nickel. As,

Y, Zr, Nb, Mo, Ru, Rh, Ag, Sb, Hf, Ta, W, Re, Os, Ir, Pt, Au, La, Ce, Pr, Nd, Pm, Sm, and Eu. As a

carbonaceous protective layer, what consists of amorphous-like carbon or hydrogenation carbon is used,

and sputtering is performed by using carbon as a target under rare-gas atmosphere, such as an argon and

helium, or existence of a small amount of hydrogen. The thickness of a carbonaceous protective layer is

usually 50-500A.

[0017]

[Example] Texture processing was given to the substrate by the method shown in a (front view) and b
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(side elevation) of drawing 1 . As a substrate, the disk ofthe shape of a doughnut which has a circular

hole with a diameter of25mm in the center for the diameter of95mm which gave electroless deposition

of nickel-P to the aluminium alloy was used. Held the disk 1 perpendicularly, it was made to rotate in the

direction of an arrow by 900rpm, and a total of four polish tapes was pressed from front reverse side both

sides to the right and left. The polish tape 2 was rolled round from the delivery roll 3 in a second in 2mm
and was sent to the roll 4, and was vibrated in a second in 400 times /right and left. The slurry

containing 0.2% of the weight of an abrasive grain was supplied to the polish tape 2 by part for

40ml/through the conduit 5. As an abrasive grain, D90 used the diamond abrasive grain which is 0. 18

micrometers. 6 is a roll which presses the polish tape 2 to a disk 1, and 7 is the mechanism in which the

press force of a roll is adjusted. Texture processing was performed using nine kinds of things ofA-I of

Table -1 as a polish tape. A result is shown in Table -2.

[0018]

[Table 1]

A 0.2 5

B 0.2 5

C 0.1 5

D 0.1 20

E 0,2 0

F 0.2 25

G 0.2 0

H 0.

1

I 0.5

3 Hti»**<«a«}t*^b^£^Tt^^o

[0019]

[Table 2]
S - 2

Cu/») <A) (A)

A 0.5 14 55 0. 66

B 0.45 li.e 46 0.4

C 0.2S 10 52 0.4

D 0.85 ^ 9 41 0

E 0.52 IS 56 0.8

F 0. 18 16 78 0.6

G 0. 40 18 82 2

H 0.2 13 47 6

I 0. 45 25 85 12

[Translation done.]
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* NOTICES *

Japan Patent Office is not responsible for any
daioages caused by the use of this translation.

1 . This document has been translated by computer.So the translation may not reflect the original

precisely.

2 **** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.In the drawings, any words are not translated.

CLAIMS

[Claim(s)]

[Claim 1] The method characterized by using that whose 70% or more in contact with a substrate of

fields are the textile fabrics which consist of variant cross-section super-thin fiber 0.5 deniers or less as a

polish tape in the manufacture method of the magnetic-recording medium which a polish tape is

contacted to the substrate to rotate, gives texture processing to a substrate by supplying an abrasive grain

to this by the shape of a slurry, and forms a magnetic-recording layer on it.

[Claim 2] The method according to claim 1 characterized by using the polish tape which is the textile

fabrics of the field in contact with a substrate with which the whole surface consists of variant

cross-section super-thin fiber 0.5 deniers or less substantially.

[Claim 3] The method according to claim 1 or 2 characterized by 70% or more in contact with a substrate

of a field using the polish tape which consists of the woofwhich consists of variant cross-section

super-thin fiber 0.5 deniers or less.

[Claim 4] The method according to claim 1 to 3 characterized by 80% or more in contact with a substrate

of a field using the polish tape which consists of the woofwhich consists of variant cross-section

super-thin fiber 0.5 deniers or less.

[Claim 5] The method according to claim 1 to 4 characterized by using the polish tape whose rate of

surface ratio which a crevice exists in the field in contact with a substrate, and the crevice of a parenthesis

occupies is 2% or more.

[Claim 6] The method according to claim 1 to 4 characterized by using the polish tape whose rate of

surface ratio which a crevice exists in the field in contact with a substrate, and the crevice of a parenthesis

occupies is 10% or more.

[Claim 7] The method according to claim 1 to 6 characterized by using the polish tape whose variant

cross-section super-thin fiber which constitutes the field in contact with a substrate is 0.3 deniers or less.

[Claim 8] The method according to claim 1 to 7 that the variant cross-section super-thin fiber which

constitutes the field in contact with a substrate is characterized by using the polish tape which has the

cross section near a sector or a triangle.

[Claim 9] The method according to claim 1 to 8 that the variant cross-section super-thin fiber which
constitutes the field in contact with a substrate is characterized by using the polish tape which a thick

synthetic fiber is made to cleave to lengthwise two or more, and is manufactured.

[Claim 10] The method according to claim 1 to 9 characterized by D90 using an abrasive grain 0.5

micrometers or less.

[Claim 1 1] The method according to claim 1 to 10 characterized by using a polycrystal diamond abrasive

grain.

[Claim 12] The method according to claim 1 to 1 1 characterized by performing texture processing so that

surface average-of-roughness-height Ra may become 18A or less.

[Translation done.]
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DRAWINGS

[Drawing 1]
To)

I

A

[Drawing 6]

[Drawing 2]



[Drawing 3]
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[Drawing 4]



[Drawing 5]
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